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By the end of this century, under a low greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions scenario, only 555 U.S. coastal municipalities would be threatened by sea level rise; higher emissions would threaten 900 more (Strauss 2013). Climate catastrophes in cities are a dependent variable. Urban governance actors will have to adapt to inevitable ecological crises. They will also act to reduce the (GHG) emissions causing climate change. Even if self-conscious climate politics proper do not presently dominate urban politics, our challenge in understanding the present and future of urban politics is the following: We must to find a way to think about the intersection of capitalist urbanization and both cities’ increasingly serious efforts to curtail GHG emissions (plus undertaking other, related sustainability measures, from waste to water management), and their reactions to increasing extreme weather.

In this paper, I argue that a re-invigorated, socio-ecological concept of collective consumption, especially attentive to carbon, can provide a simple and encompassing framework for studying urban politics that a) takes account of projected ecological crises and the imperative that urban politics address these, b) builds on key contributions from critical urban studies to our understanding of urban politics in a global context; and, c) provides a new basis for understanding the link between climate and urban justice. I will synthesize my proposed framework with a conceptual grid that I hope can connect messy, concrete political struggles to a level of abstraction commensurate with the planetary geographies of capitalism and climate change. The grid distinguishes green from grey ecologies on one axis, and luxury from democratic ecologies on a second, perpendicular axis. The latter distinction is intuitive, the former less so. Green ecologies refer to projects and developments that look and feel like nature, or direct responses to nature, and which
have to do with mediating the impact of pollution (or other ecological harms, like flash-flooding) on city residents. Green ecologies are green by virtue of reducing the impact of ecological harms. They are the familiar referents of urban ecological politics. Discussions of environmental justice focus almost exclusively on the need to increase green ecological projects and developments to protect the poor and vulnerable from ecological crises. Grey ecologies, on the other hand, refer to projects and developments that are energy (or more broadly resource) efficient, and hence reduce the production of pollution, like carbon, or the use of scarce resources, like water. Grey ecologies are ecological by virtue of reducing the production of ecological harms. In other words, grey ecologies tend to yield indirect ecological benefits and often look nothing like an “environmental” feature of the city. But whether grey ecologies’ ecological virtues are understood or not, they have also become increasingly attractive to city residents worldwide. Grey ecologies possess precisely the qualities of (potential or achieved) walkability, transit connectivity, proximity of services and commerce, and so on, that have long been associated with gentrification. Indeed, my proposed framework argues that the overlooked crux of the new socio-ecological politics lies in warring pro-density projects and developments—or put more simply, the contest over land use.

In theorizing collective consumption I draw on Manuel Castells’ (1979, 1983) early work, but also the recent revision of his theory by Andy Merryfield (2014) and the work on land use by David Harvey (1973, 2012). I also seek to situate urban politics in their contemporary context of “planetary urbanization” (Brenner 2014). I seek to integrate core insights from this critical theory tradition with those from a wide range of literatures focusing on eco-social dynamics in contemporary cities. These includes focused literatures on ecological gentrification (Checker 2011; Dooling 2009); the climate gap (Shonkoff et al. 2011); social resiliency (Hajer and Dassen 2014); urban climate governance (Bulkeley 2010); the differential contributions to global carbon footprints of dense versus sprawling settlement patterns, or different constellations of wealth and lifestyle (Heinonen and Junnila 2011; Stanton 2011); as well as an open, substantial, and thriving literature on urban political ecology (UPE), with its own extensive and unruly eco-system of concepts and methods (Keil 2005; Swyngedouw and Kaika 2014). But in order to spotlight the
relationship between local consumption in cities and the often distant production of
material goods, I also follow a particular set of approaches that seem especially suited to
grasping urban consumption in the contemporary moment, namely literatures on unequal
ecological exchange (Jorgenson and Rice 2012), the treadmill of production (Gould, Pellow,
and Schnaiberg 2008), and consumption and sustainability studies (Gorz 1994; Jackson
2009; Schor 2011). What these approaches have in common is an argument that localized
consumption should be understood as one end of the sometimes faraway production of
goods and services. The distance in question is a historical product of the increasing global
division of labor—or simply, globalization. There is a crucial difference between the
question of distant resource extraction, and resource flows, an old feature of historical
capitalism (cf Mitchell 2011), and of distant commodity production, with carbon and water
effectively embedded in a vast range of globally circulating goods and services, a related
development that has recently intensified in a significant way (Bergmann 2013; Davis and

I argue that the pursuit of democratic grey ecologies is the least recognized, but
most capacious and potentially most effective, existing mode of climate justice politics in
cities. In particular, drawing on fieldwork in São Paulo, I demonstrate that poor people’s
housing movements have acted as low-carbon protagonists, whether or not their
neighborhoods are vulnerable to extreme weather, both through the development of an
idiosyncratic notion of a dense, low-carbon city for the poor, focused on affordable housing
downtown; and by successfully resisting a government-led, climate policy-linked compact
city project that would have gentrified the area. Still, for the most part, existing scholarly
and activist discourses lack a vocabulary to articulate the conjuncture of egalitarian
collective consumption struggles and egalitarian urban climate policies. We could be
missing powerful conceptual weapons in the struggle against eco-apartheid.

I conclude by arguing that we should expand the climate justice movement’s notion
of “frontline” communities (Klein 2014; Moore and Russell 2011), namely those most
vulnerable to extreme weather, to include those battling over land use and for democratic
grey ecologies (effectively, housing and transit justice). In this way, the “right to the city”
concept of urban justice (Brenner, Marcuse, and Mayer 2012) and the “frontline” community figure of climate justice, would effectively overlap.
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